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By a Schriidinger operator we shall understand a partial differential 
operator on R” of the form H = - i A + V, where d = C;=, (a’/axf) is the 
v-dimensional Laplace operator, and V is (multiplication by) a potential 
V: R’ -+ R. The Schrodinger equation 
(0.1) 
describes the time evolution of nonrelativistic particles. Since in quantum 
mechanics (0.1) is considered as an evolution equation in L,( IX”), one is led 
to studying spectral properties of selfadjoint realizations of H. In the last 
decade it has been recognized that information about various properties of 
H can be obtained by looking at 
a* -=-He, 
at 
the “heat equation with absorption.” Expressed differently, one considers 
the C,-semigroup (e ‘H; t 2 0), the “Schrodinger semigroup.” The advan- 
tage one draws from this changed position is that, under suitable 
assumptions on V, the operators e -IH act also on and between different 
L,-spaces. We refer to Simon [33] for more information and motivation. 
In particular, (e ~ IH; t 3 0) is a C,-semigroup on Lp( 0X’), for all p E [ 1, cc ). 
It was asked by Simon [32, (1 .lO); 33, p. 4711 whether the spectrum of H, 
considered as an operator in L,, is p-independent. Our paper is a con- 
tribution to this problem. 
Since we shall allow rather singular potentials it is not a priori clear how 
H can be suitably defined as an operator in L&R”). Following Carmona 
[6] and Simon [31-331, a C,-semigroup (U,,(t); t 30) on L,(R’) is 
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defined by the Feynman-Kac formula. The negative generator H, of this 
C,,-semigroup is then the appropriate realization of H as an operator in 
L,([w’). For precise information we refer to Section 2. Our results concern- 
ing the problem mentioned above can be summarized as follows. 
0.1. THEOREM. Let I/ satisfy (2.1). Then: 
(a) inf Re aess(Hp) = inf(a,,,(H,,) n Iw) = inf cress( H,), for all 
PE Cl, aI. 
(b) The eigenvalues below pL, := inf aess(Hr) are p-independent 
(together with their algebraic and geometric multiplicities and eigen- 
functions). 
(c) Besides the eigenvalues mentioned in (b), a( HP) is contained in the 
sector 
(d) Assume additionally aess( H, ) c R. Then a( Hz) c a( H,,) c 
a(H,) c R for 1 Gqdp62 and 2<p<q<Gc. [f, moreover, 
aess(HZ) = [p, CO) ,for some p E R, then a( HP) is p-independent. 
Parts (a), (b), (c) as well as more details will be proved in Section 3 
(cf. in particular Proposition 3.7). Part (d) is contained in Section 4. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we present some general 
facts concerning interpolation of holomorphic operator functions, with 
applications to spectra of operators acting in interpolation spaces. 
In Section 2 we first recall properties of the heat equation in L,(R”). We 
introduce the class of potentials treated in this paper, and we prove several 
facts concerning the C,-semigroup obtained from V by the Feynman-Kac 
formula. 
Section 3 contains the main results of this paper, in particular 
Theorem 0.1(a), (b), (c) is proved. We outline here the main ideas of the 
proof. First, the properties of H, presented in Section 2 are combined with 
the interpolation methods of Section 1 to obtain rather general information 
on the spectrum of H,. In order to obtain the more precise information on 
inf Re cress( HP) and the eigenvalues below inf Re oess( H,) expressed in 
Theorem 0.1(a), (b), we add a suitable potential perturbation and use 
arguments of relative (power) compactness. 
In Section 4 we draw conclusions for potentials with special properties. 
In the Appendix we give a simplified proof of Weidmann’s result on the 
continuity of eigenvalues of selfadjoint operators with respect o the strong 
operator topology [39]. We use this result in Section 3. 
To conclude the introduction we fix some notation. By g(X) we shall 
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denote the space of bounded linear operators on the Banach space X. For a 
closed operator T in X we define the essential resolvent set 
p,,,(T) := p(T) u { ;1 E a(T); ,? is an isolated eigenvalue of T of 
finite algebraic multiplicity}. 
The essential spectrum 
gess( T) = {A E C; T - 2 is not semi-Fredholm } 
is defined as in Kato [ 18, p. 2431. We recall the following fact which will 
be used in the sequel: If Q c @ is a component of p,,,(T) then the boundary 
&2 is contained in oess( T) (cf. [ 18, lot. cit.]). (In fact, we could use any 
other notion of essential spectrum mentioned in [ 18, footnote on p. 2431, 
since the last mentioned fact is true for all of these, by [ 18, IV, 
Theorem 5.31, p. 2411.) 
1. ON INTERPOLATION 
Let (S, d, 11) be a o-finite measure space, and let 1 6 p0 6 p, 6 a. 
Assume that T,,, is a closed operator in L,,(p) (j= 0, 1) such that D := 
D( T,,,) n D( T,,) is a core of both T,,,, and T,,,, and such that T := 
T,, ID = T,, 1 D. Further, for each p E [pO, p,], let T be closable in L,,(p), 
and let T, denote its closure. If 2 E p( T,,O) n p( T,,,), then it is very tempting 
to try to conclude that ( TPO - A) ’ and (T,, - 1”) ~’ must be “the same 
operator” on LP&) n L,,(p), and therefore, by interpolation, i. E p( T,,) for 
all P E CpO, p1 I. 
This argument is used in Simon [32, proof of Theorem 5.1; 33, p. 4711 in 
order to conclude “a(H,) c o(H,) c a(H,) for 2 6 p < q” if E?,, = - f d -t- V 
is a Schrodinger operator in L,(R”), with suitable assumptions on the 
potential V. Unfortunately, the above reasoning is not justified, because of 
known counterexamples; cf. Jorgens [ 17, pp. 194, 1951, Halberg and 
Taylor [14, Sect. 31, and Boyd [4]. 
Let us recall one of these examples and comment on it. 
1.1. EXAMPLE. (cf. [17, IV, Aufg. 12.11(b), p. 1953). Let k: 
(0, co) x (0, co) -+ R be defined by 
Then, for all PE Cl, co], the kernel k generates an integral operator 
K, E B(L,(O, 00)). For 1 d p < 2, l/p’ + l/p = 1, we have 
AK,) = p(K,,,) d dK2). 
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This example is particularly interesting since the operators K, have many 
nice properties one might have hoped to use in order to save the argument 
sketched before: The K,, are bounded operators, K,. is the adjoint of K, 
(1 d p < co, l/p’ + l/p = 1 ), in particular K2 is selfadjoint, and all K, are 
positivity improving. 
In view of these remarks it should be of interest to note that the 
procedure described initially can be made to work in a suitable context. 
The results presented in the sequel generalize earlier results of Auterhoff 
[3]. We note, however, that in the context of Schrodinger operators 
the inclusions “a(H,) c o(H,) c a(H,) for 2 < p < q” stated by Simon will 
be shown to be correct, by using additional information for this case; 
cf. Proposition 3.1 (a). 
For the remainder of this section let X be a complex vector space on 
which two consistent norms 11. I(“), 11. I/(‘) are given (cf. Reed and Simon 
[23, p. 351). Assume that (X, 11. II”)+ 11. II”‘) is complete, and let X, be the 
completion of X in the norm I/. II (‘I (j= 0, 1). For 0 d I d 1, let (X,, I/. II(‘)) 
be the interpolation space between X,, and X, (complex method; cf. [23, 
App. to IX. 41). Recall the continuous and dense embeddings 
(X3 II~llcot+ ll.ll~1))4(x,> Ild”‘)G(X,> II~II +I 
(O<rrb I), where X, is the completion of X under the norm 
Ilxll + =inf{IIx,, llcol+ II-x1 ll(J);.~=.~g +x,,x,,,s, EX). 
Further recall X=X, n X,, X, = X0 + X,, where intersection and sum 
are taken in X / 
1.2. THEOREM. Let R = d c C he connected. For j = 0, 1 let F,: Q + 
59(X,) be holomorphic. Assume that there exists a nondiscrete subset C c Q 
such that 
F,(i) / X= F,(1) / X 
,for all i E E. Then: 
(a) For all ;~EQ, we haue F(2.) := F,(k) / X= F,(j”) / X. 
(b) For all t E (0, I), E, EQ, the operator F(l) is continuous as an 
operator in X,, and has a unique continuous extension F,(i)cB(X,). The 
function F,: 12 + 99(X,) is holomorphic. 
Proof: (a) This follows from uniqueness of analytic continuation. 
(b) The Calderon-Lions interpolation theorem (cf. [23, Theorem 
1X.20, p. 371) implies that F(J.) is continuous in X,, and that the function 
F,: 52 + .99(X,) is locally bounded. This together with the holomorphy of 
F(. )x for all x E X implies that F, is holomorphic. 1 
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1.3. THEOREM. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 u’e assume 
that lo is an isolatedpoint of @\Q, that I,, is a pole of F, of order n, and that 
the coeflicients ALo’ (k = -l,..., -n) in the principal part of the Laurent 
series are finite rank operators. 
Then, for all t E [0, 11, & is a pole of F, qf order n, and the coefficients 
At’ (k= -l,..., -n) of the principal part sati?fy At’ 1 X= ALo’ 1 X, 
R(Af)) = R(AiO)) c X (k = -l,..., -n). 
Proqf: For O<tb 1, k= -1, -2,... we have 
where r is a small circle around &. This implies AL)x= Ai”‘~ (xEX). 
Further R(Af)) c R(Af’ 1 Jx’)~‘. Since, on the other hand, dim R(Ai”) < cc, 
we conclude 
@Aho)) = R(A$’ 1 X) = R(Af’ / X) = R(A;‘). 
This proves the assertions. 1 
In addition to the assumptions concerning X, X0, X,, now let T, be a 
closed operator in X, (j = 0, l), and assume that there exists 
I”Ep(T,)np(T,) such that (To-E.)-’ 1 X=(T, -A) ’ (A’, without 
restriction ;l=O. Define D:=D(T,)nD(T,) (=T;‘(X)), T:=TolD 
( = T1 ID). Then the Calderon-Lions interpolation theorem implies that 
T- ’ is continuous in X, (0 d t 6 1). It follows that the continuous extension 
of T- I to X, is injective. Therefore T is closable as an operator in A’,, and 
for the closure T, we obtain 0 E p( T,), T,- ’ ( X= T- ‘. 
1.4. COROLLARY. Let 52 = 4 c C, CJ # $3, he a connected subset of 
p,,,( To) A p,,,( T,). Assume that there exists A’ E Q n p( To) n p( T,) such that 
(To-3~‘)~‘~X=(T,-~‘)~‘~X.ForO<t<l,letT,hetheoperatorinX, 
described before. 
Then p(T,)nQ=p(T,)nQ, (To-i)-’ I X=(T,-A)-’ /X for all 
nip nl2, t E [0, 11. For all t E [0, l] we have Q c p,,,(T,), the 
geometric and algebraic multiplicities of an eigenvalue I%o E Q\p( To) are 
independent of t, and each eigenvector x of To and 2, belongs to X. 
Proof The power series expansion of the resolvents (T, - 3,)- ’ 
(j=O, 1) in a small disc about A’ implies (To -A)-’ ) X= (T, --A)-’ ) X 
for all I close to A’. Since Q n p( To) n p( T,), is connected, Theorem 1.2 
implies Qnp(T,)np(T,)cp(T,), (To --A)-’ / X= (T, -A)-’ 1 X for all 
A E Q n p( To) n p( T,). Further, Theorem 1.3 implies Q n p( To) = 52 n p( T,) 
as well as the remaining assertions. 1 
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1.5. Remarks. (a) If T,ESS(X,) (j=O, i), T,I X=T, I A”, then 
Corollary 1.4 is applicable to the unbounded components of p( To) n p( T,) 
and p,,,( To) n p,J T, ), since for ) A 1 > max( )I T, )I, I] T, 1)  the resolvent 
(T, -A)--’ is given by the Neumann series (j=O, 1). The conclusion is 
that, for 0 < t d 1, the spectrum G( T,) cannot grow into the unbounded 
component of p( To) n p( T,), and similarly for the essential spectrum. 
(b) If in (a) we assume additionally that T, is compact (j= 0, l), 
then p,,,( To) = p,,,( T,) = @\{O} (if dim X is not finite), and Corollary 1.4 
implies G( T,) = cr( To), uess( T,) = {O} and the multiplicities of nonzero 
eigenvalues are independent of t. 
This result (except for the interpolation) is due to Sigal 1129, Theorems 
SI. 2, SI. 3, p. 5033. 
2. THE HEAT EQUATION WITH ABSORPTION 
First we recall several facts concerning the semigroup associated with the 
heat equation. For brevity, we shall mostly write L, instead of L,([w”), in 
the sequel (analogously IV; := W;(Rr), CT :=Ccx(lRr), etc.). For tt@, 
Ret>O, wedetine k,EL, by 
k,(x) := (2nt) “j2 exp( - ( .Y \‘/2t). 
For 1 < p < cc we define UOJ t) E &?( L,) (t E @, Re t > 0) by 
~,,,(t).f:= k, * .f 
(f E L,), and further U,,(O) = 1. For 1 d p < co, U,,,(. ) is a holomorphic 
semigroup of angle n/2; let -H,,, denote its generator. Further denote 
H,,, := H;,. 
2.1. Remarks. (a) For l<pdco we have D(H,,)= {~EL,;~~EL,,), 
H,,,f = - i df (f~ D(H,,)) (where df is defined in the sense of dis- 
tributions). Further, C,? is a core for HO.p, for 1 d p < cc. 
For completeness we include a short proof of this well known fact (cf. 
also Butzer and Berens [S, Theorem 4.3.11, p. 2611): First, let 1 < p < CG. If 
f E D(H,,), then, for t > 0, 
-u,,(t) &,,f=$ Uo,,,(t)f== -& * f=$d(k,* f). 
( > 
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For I + 0 we therefore obtain k, * f -+ f; 4 d(k, * f) + - H,,.,>,f in L,,. 
which implies 4 A,f = - H,,.,,f E L,. Conversely, if f, Af E L,, then for t > 0 
* f = (; dk,) * f = k, * (; AS). 
(Here, convolution should be thought of in the sense of distributions, 
which by the convolvability of k, and f implies that A can be applied to k, 
or f; cf. Horvath [ 161, Wladimirow [40, Sect. 7.61, and Dierolf and Voigt 
[9].) For t --t 0 we obtain f E D(Ho,p), H,,,,,f = - f AJ: 
Obvtously the closure of H,,, ( CcX is an extension of HD,p \ Y; thus it is 
sufficient to show that Y is a core for HO+. Now, .4a is dense in L, and 
invariant under Uo,,(t) (t 3 0), and therefore Davies [7, Theorem 1.9, p. S] 
implies the desired conclusion. 
The statement for p = EXI now follows from Hz,, = (H,, / C,’ )*. 
(b) For 1 d p < co we have D( HO.p) c W$ continuously embedded. 
Proof (by a method borrowed from Schwartz [27, Chap. VI, Sect. 7, 
p. 1911). Let TE 3’ be the usual fundamental solution of d. Let ;JE Y, 
y(x)= 1 for 1x(< 1. From TEC”(R~‘\{O~) we obtain 
A(yT) = 6 + i, 
where (~2. Further we obtain a,(yT)~ L1 (,j= l,..., v), where d,(yT) is the 
distributional derivative of 7T (cf. [27, Chap. II, Sect. 5, Theoreme V, 
p. 571). Now, if,f; d,f E L, then 
.f=s*l’=(A(yT))*.f-i*f’=(~T)*(d.f)-i*f; 
d,f= (I,) * (A./)- Vii) * .f; 
and therefore 2, .f E L,, /I d,f 11 ,, G II d;(yT) II, II Af II,, + II a,i II, II 1‘11,‘. 
(c) For 1 < p < cc we have more strongly D(H,,) = M’,$ This follows 
from (a), (b) and Stein [34, Chap. III, Sect. 1.3, Proposition 3, p. 591. 
After these preliminaries we introduce the class of potentials V we shall 
consider in this paper. Following Aizenman and Simon [2] and Simon 
[33] we deline the class K,, as follows. 
For v >, 3 we define 
K,, := ?‘EL~.,,,; lim sup 
{ SlO rtw c Iv II< 
For v = 2 we define 
) ( dy = 0 
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For most of our results we shall require 
v=v+-I/ ,v+30, - 
V E K,., 
I/+ E L,.,,,(G), where G = G c Iw“ is such that 
[W”\G is a (closed) set of Lebesgue measure zero. 
(2.1) 
With the expression t d - V as “generator” we want to associate a 
C,-semigroup on L, for all p E [ 1, cc ), which satisfies the Feynman-Kac 
formula. Since this general case is not covered in the existing literature 
(Carmona [6], Aizenman and Simon [2], Simon [31,33]) we have to 
show that this is possible. Concerning Brownian motion and the Feyn- 
man-Kac formula we refer to Reed and Simon [23], Carmona [6], and 
Simon [31, 33 J and the references quoted there. Let V be as in (2.1). For 
I < p < co, t 3 0 we define the operator U,,(r) E ,“A(L,,) by 
(2.2) 
(SE L,), where E., (and /I(. )) is as in [33]. From [33, Theorem B.l. 1 and 
its proof] we recall 
sup II U,,(f) II < ‘CC (2.3) 
o<r<T 
for all p E [ 1, co], T > 0. Further, U,(O) = I, and the semigroup property 
U,(t + s) = U,(t) U,(s) (s, r>O) 
follows by straightforward calculation (cf. the remarks in Carmona 
[6, pp. 267,268] and Feldman [ 121). 
One of the objectives of the following theorem is to show that, for 
1 <p < x, (U,(t); t 30) is a C,-semigroup on L,. Its generator will be 
denoted by -HP; further we define H, := HT. 
2.2 THEOREM. Let 1 d p < 00. 
(a) Let Ve L,,. Then (U,,(t); t >,O) is u C,-semigroup, and 
H, = H,,, + V. 
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(b) Let V be as in (2.1). Then (U,,(t); t 80) is a C,-semigroup. For 
p = 2, H, is the form sum of H0,2 and V. 1f.f E D(H,,) is such that VIE L,,, 
then f~ D(H,) and H, f = HO,p.f + vfi In particular, if VE Lp,,oc(G), then 
CcX(G) c D(H,,). (Note that this is always satisfied .for p = 1, because of’ 
K = ~,,,o,.) 
(c) Let V be as in (2.1), and assume 
sup{11 U,(t)ll; t30) = 1, 
sup(I) U,(t)ll; t30) <a. 
Then, for 1 < p < GO, (U,,(t); t 3 0) cun be extended to a bounded 
holomorphic semigroup of angle (n/2)( 1 - I (2/p) - 1) ), with strongly con- 
tinuous extension to the closure of the sector Sp := (ZE a3; larg z/ < 
(n/2)(1 -1(2/P)- lI,>. 
(d) Let VE K,,. Then (U,(t); t > 0) is a holomorphic semigroup of’ 
angle 7~12, for 1 < p < cc. For p = 1, V is H,,, -bounded with relative bound 
zero, H, = H,,, + V, and C: is a corefi)r H, 
2.3. Remarks. (a) Most of the facts stated in Theorem 2.2 are well 
established, at least for smaller classes of potentials. 
(b) In Theorem 2.2(b), the assertion that (U,,(t); t 80) is strongly 
continuous can be concluded from the strong continuity of ( Uz(t); t > 0), 
the boundedness (2.3) and the fact that a weakly continuous semigroup is 
already strongly continuous (cf. Yosida [41, Chap. IX, Sect. 1, Theorem, 
p. 2331). The other assertions of Theorem 2.2(b) are proved in slightly 
weaker form in Carmona [6, Proposition 4.1(b)]. Our proof given below 
proves the stated assertions simultaneously. Under more restrictive 
assumptions it is shown in Semenov [28] that C: is a core for H,. 
Note also that, in Theorem 2.2(b), the additional assumption VE Lz,,Oc is 
sufficient to conclude that C: is a core for H, (cf. Simon [33, 
Theorem B. 1.61). 
(c) The statement of Theorem 2.2(c) is proved in Semenov [28, 
Theorem 1.11 under much more restrictive assumptions. 
2.4. Remark. It seems worthwhile to mention which facts we have in 
mind when using the term “by duality” in the sequel. 
Since we use Hilbert space properties of L, it is convenient to consider 
L,,, as the adjoint space of L, (1 < p < so, l/p’ + l/p = 1) in the sense of 
Kato [ 18, III, Sect. 1.41. Accordingly, we consider the adjoint A* (not the 
transpose A’) of an operator A in L,. This implies g(A*) = {x; ,l~a(A)}. 
Further we recall that for a real operator A in L, (i.e., A commutes with 
complex conjugation J: L, -+ L,, Jf = ,f) the spectrum is symmetric with 
respect to the real axis. 
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Finally, if 1 < p < 00, A,. E g(L,) for r = p, 2, A, 1 L, n L, = AI 1 L, n L,, 
and A, is selfadjoint, then A,* 1 L,, n L, = A, j L,. n L,, where 
l/p’+ l/p= 1. 
Proqf of Theorem 2.2. (a) The proof for general p E [ 1, cu), using the 
Trotter product formula, can be given in the same way as for p = 2; 
cf. Reed and Simon [23, Theorem X.681. 
(b) It follows from Simon [31, Theorem 6.2, p. 511 that (U,(t); 
t >, 0) is a C,-semigroup, and that H, is the form sum of H,,, and V. (Note 
that Simon [33, (2) on p. 4591 implies that the hypotheses of [31, lot. cit.] 
are satisfied. For quadratic form techniques, we refer to Faris [I 111, Kato 
[lS, Chap. VI], and Reed and Simon [22, Sect. VIII.61.) 
For n E N we define 
V,,(x) := 
V(x) if --n < V(x) < n, 
o otherwise. 
Denote by U,,,(t) the operator defined by (2.2) with V replaced by V,,. 
Further denote by U,- (t) the operator defined by (2.2) with V replaced by 
P’ . Then the bounds (2.3) hold for U;~ (t), and the dominated con- 
vergence theorem implies 
U,( 1) = s-lim UP,,J t). 
n - T 
Let f E D(H,,,), Vf‘ E L,. By (a), (U,,,,(r); t 3 0) is a C,-semigroup with 
generator -H,,,, := -HO,, - V,. From 
; %&)f = -Up.,,(f) H,,.,,,f 
we obtain 
I: $ u,,.,,(Gf d II u,,,,(t) II II H,,,,f II II 
d II U,F (t) II (II Ho., f II + II I/f II 1. (2.4) 
This implies that the sequence (U,,,,(. ),f; n E kJ) is equicontinuous, and 
therefore U,( . ) f is continuous. 
In particular, for p = 1 we obtain that U,( .)q~ is continuous for all 
~EC:(G). Since C,?(G) is dense in L,([w”) we obtain that (U,(t); t>O) 
is a C,-semigroup. If l<p<2, fEL, nL,, then t~U,,(t)f= 
U,(t) f = U,(t) f is continuous as a function with values in L, and L,, and 
therefore as a function with values in L,. Since L, n L, is dense in L, 
we obtain that (U,(t); t >, 0) is a C,-semigroup. Duality implies that, 
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with l/p’ + l/p = 1, (U,(t); t 20) is also a C,-semigroup (cf. Davies 
[7, Theorem 1.34, p. 231). 
Returning to f E D(H,,,), Vf E L,, we obtain the convergence 
which by (2.4) implies 
The continuity of U,(. )(H,,f + Vf) now implies ,f E D( H,), HP,f’ = 
f&J- + vf: 
(c) The Stein interpolation theorem implies that U,( .) has a 
bounded weakly continuous extension to K which is holomorphic on 
S,; cf. Stein [35, Chap. III, Sect. 2, Theorem 1, and the proof on 
p. 711. It remains to show that the extension-again denoted by U,,( .)- 
is strongly continuous on &. 
Let .f E L,. For t > 0, the function 
S,3zz U,(z) U,(t)f= U,(z+ t).fEL/, 
is continuous. For t + 0 + we obtain U,( ) U,( t ) ,f’ + U,,( . ) ,J uniformly on 
q. 
(d) Since H, is selfadjoint and bounded below we know that ( U2( t); 
t 3 0) is (more precisely, can be extended to) a holomorphic semigroup of 
angle n/2. If VE K,, then the operator of multiplication by V is 
H,,-bounded with relative bound zero (cf. Aizenman and Simon [2, 
Theorem 4.141, Simon [33, Proposition A.2.3]), and therefore, by the 
properties of the heat semigroup and Kato [ 18, IX-Theorem 2.4, p. 4971, 
- (H,,, + V) is the generator of a holomorphic semigroup of angle n/2. 
Also, CpC is a core for H,,, + V, by [18, IV-Theorem 1.1, p.1901. From (b) 
(for p = 1) we obtain that (U,(t); t 3 0) is this semigroup. Now, it follows 
from Theorem 1.2 that (U,(t); t 3 0) is a holomorphic semigroup of angle 
71/2 for 1 < p < 2. Finally, it follows by duality that this holds also for 
2dp<co. 1 
3. ON THE SPECTRUM OF SCHR~DINGER OPERATORS IN L, 
Throughout this section we shall assume that the potential V satisfies 
condition (2.1). The Schrodinger operators H, ( = - + A + V) in L, are 
defined as in Section 2; in particular, H, coincides with the form sum of 
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H,,, ( = - + A) and V. Since, for 1 6 p < co, the operator -H, is the 
generator of (U,(t); t 3 0) we shall henceforth use the notation 
U,(t) = e IHp (t 3 0). We denote by Q,, (QP,,,,) the component of p(H,) 
(p,,,(H,), respectively) which contains a left half plane. Since -H, is the 
generator of a C,-semigroup (1 d p < cc ), Q, and Q2p,ess are always non- 
empty sets (duality for p = co). Furthermore, 52, = Jz,,, and Qp,ess =SZp,,ess if 
P -‘+p’-‘El. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let V satisfy (2.1). Then: 
(a) dH,)cdH,) (1 Gq6p62). 
(b) mess c mess, Q, c Q,, Qc,,e,s c Q,ms (1 d q d p d 2). 
(c) The eigenualues of H, in pess(Hq) (and their algebraic and 
geometric multiplicities) are p-independent, ,for 1 < q < p < 2. 
Proej!f: (a) (This property was stated in Simon [32, 331, with the gap in 
the proof mentioned in Section 1. The proof given below is due to 
E. B. Davies, private communication.) 
(i) Let I<q<p<sz8, t>O. Then em’HqE!?8(L,,LP); cf. Simon [33, 
Theorem B. 1.11. This implies 
e rHqHCJ c H,,e lHq. (3.1) 
Assume additionally 2 E p( HY) n p( H,,). Then (3.1) implies 
(A-H,) ’ e ‘“s=(i-H,) ‘e lHq(jv - H,)(i. - H,,) ’ 
=(E.-H,~)~‘(~-H,)e~““~(&Hy) ’ 
=emrr’q(i- HY) ‘. 
For t -+ 0 we obtain 
(A-H,,)~ ’ (L,nL,=(J.-H,) ’ I L,nL,. (3.2) 
(This holds also for p = cc because t -+ e IHy,f is o( L, , L, )-continuous for 
.f EL, nL,.l 
(ii) Let 1 <qfp<2, l/q+ l/q’= 1, and let imp (=p(H,.)). 
Then (I-H,,)~‘)L,nL,.=(i.-H,) ‘(L,nL,,, by (3.2). The 
Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem implies that (3. - HY)-’ is continuous as 
an operator R:,“) on L,. It remains to show R$-“’ = (i - HP) ‘. 
For ,f E L, n L,, (3.1) implies 
For t-+0 and by the fact that H,, is closed we obtain 
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(A-H,)(A-H,))‘f =f: This implies (A-H,) Rj,J’)= ILp. On the other 
hand, A- H, is injective, since otherwise 1 would also be an eigenvalue of 
H,, by p - q’-smoothing of e p’Hp, in contradiction to A E p( Hy.). 
Parts (b) and (c) are immediate consequences of (a) and 
Corollary 1.4. 1 
Remark. The inclusions Q, c Q,,, Qg,ess c L?;2p,ess can be shown without 
q-p-smoothing: For z with large negative real part we have 
for r = q, p, 2, q’. The desired conclusions can therefore be obtained from 
Corollary 1.4. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let V he as in (2.1). Then: 
(a) The type lim,, v t- I log ((ep’Hpj( of the C,-semigroup (emm’HP; 
t 2 0) is p-independent ( 1 6 p < co ). 
(b) inf Re o(H,) is p-independent (1 < p < m). 
(c) Let 1 d p< co, ,uO :=infa(H,) (=inf Re a(H,)). Then a(H,) is 
contained in the sector 
S,,,p:= zEC;Rez>pO, Iarg(z-p,)/<: . 
ProoJ (a) This is proved in Simon [33, Sect. B.5; 32, Theorem 1.31 for 
a slightly smaller class of potentials. Since the Feynman-Kac formula 
(Simon [31, Theorem 6.2; 33, Theorem B.l. 1 ] holds for the class of poten- 
tials considered here, we can follow the proof of [33, Theorem B.5.11. 
(b) Taking into account the selfadjointness of H,, we obtain from 
(a) the inequality 
inf cr( Hz) 6 inf Re cr( H,,) (1 dp< 03). 
The reverse inequality follows from Proposition 3.1(a), the case p = co by 
duality. 
(c) This follows from part (a) and Theorem 2.2(c), if we first replace 
V by V-p, for all ,n<p,. 1 
Remark. To prove (b) for 1 < p < co, one might as well combine (a) 
with the facts that (e-‘Hp; t > 0) is a holomorphic semigroup and that for 
holomorphic semigroups the spectral mapping theorem holds (cf. Davies 
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[7, Theorem 2.19, p. 461). For p = 1, (b) follows also from the fact that for 
CO-semigroups of positive operators on an L,-space the type and the spec- 
tral bound of the generator coincide and that the spectral bound is con- 
tained in the spectrum of the generator (cf. Derndinger [8]). A second 
alternative to conclude (b) from (a) is indicated in Voigt [37, Remark 43. 
In order to obtain information on the lower bound of Re o,,,(H,,), we 
remove the eigenvalues of H, which lie below aess(Hz) - E by adding a 
suitable relatively compact perturbation. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let V be as in (2.1) and assume that 
pLo := inf o(H,) < pL, := inf oes5( Hz). 
Then, for each p E [pO, pL,,), and each c E (p, p,,), there exists R > 0 such thut 
infa(H, + (c - 4 xB,J 3 P, 
where B, = {XE [w”; 1x1 CR}. 
Proqf. For CE (p, 11,) we have 
infcr(H, +c-p,)=c>p. 
For R -+ co, we obtain that 
H, +(c-PO)XB, -Hz +c-PO 
in the strong resolvent sense. By Weidmann [39] (cf. also Theorem A.1 in 
our Appendix) this implies that the spectral projections of the operators 
H, + (c- pO) xe, belonging to the interval ( -co, ~1 tend to zero in norm, 
for R + co. Hence 
lim (inf a(H, + (c - ,u,,) xB,J) >, p. I 
K - x 
The following lemmata show that Qp,ess i not changed if H, is perturbed 
by ?ixK, where y EC and Kcc [w” (i.e., K open, relatively compact). 
3.4. LEMMA. Let V E K,,. Then D( HP) 4 WA (1 < p < 2), with continuous 
embedding. 
Proqf. H, being the form sum of H,,, and V, it is clear that 
WHz)c Q(Hd = Q(Ho.2) = W:, 
where Q( .) denotes the form domain; note that K,,-potentials have form 
bound zero with respect to H,,, (cf. Simon [33, (2) on p. 4593). 
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In L,, KU-potentials have relative bound zero with respect to H,,, 
(cf. [33, Proposition A.2.3]), implying 
by Remark 2.1(b). 
Now let z<infa(H,) (=infa(H,) (1 6~62)). Then (HP -2) -I: L, + 
D(H,,) is surjective. It is therefore sufficient to show that (H, -2) ‘: L, + 
WL is continuous. 
We know so far that for 1 6 i< v the operators 
di(H, -z) ‘: L, + L, (q= I,21 
are bounded. By the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem, 
i?,(H, -z)- ’ 1 L, n L, ( = a,(H,, -2) ’ 1 L, n L,) is bounded as an 
operator in L,. Thus, (H, - 2) ‘: L, n L, + Wj) is bounded as an 
operator from L, to WL; its bounded extension to L,] is (HI, - 2) ‘. m 
3.5. LEMMA. Let V satisjj (2.1) and let H, = - $ A - V he defined in 
the same way as H, (in Section 2). Define q := inf IJ(H,; ). Then, for an)! 
Kcc R”: 
(4 xAH, - 4 ’ is compact (1 <p<2, ;<v). 
(b) xAH, -2) ’ is weaklv compact (z < q). 
(c) SZp,eaa is a component qf’ pess(H,, + axe) (1 d p d CO, ;j E C). 
Proof (1) By Lemma 3.4, D(H,, ) 4 WA, which implies that 
(H, -z)~-‘: L, -+ W; is continuous. Now the RellichbKondrachov 
theorem (cf. Adams [ 11) yields that 
XKW,, --) ’ is compact (I 6p62). (3.3) 
(2) Next we “switch on” V, : By the Feynman-Kac formula we have 
for 1 dp<cc 
which implies 
IxdH,, -z)m’.f’I bx,M,, -2) ’ I.f I t.1’ E&,I. (3.4) 
Now (a) follows from (3.3), (3.4) by Pitt [21]. In a similar way, (b) follows 
from (3.3), (3.4) by Dunford and Schwartz [ 10, Theorem IV.8.10, p. 507, 
Theorem V.6.1, p. 430, Theorem IV.8.8, p. 2921. 
(3) By (b) and [lo, Corollary V1.8.13, p. 5101 we see that 
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(xK(HI -z) ‘)’ is compact (z < n). Since ( -co, ‘1) has an accumulation 
point in Q,, it follows that xK is H,-power-compact in R, (1 d p d 2) in 
the terminology of Voigt [36, Sect. 11. This implies (c) for 1 < p 6 2 by 
[36, Corollary 1.21; duality for 2 < p < cc. 1 
3.6. Remarks. (a) In this remark we show that in fact the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.5 imply that xK(H, - z) ’ is compact for all p E (1, m ). 
For p = 2, quadratic form techniques imply 
Q(H,) = Q(H2.d n Q( V+ ) = Q(H2.o) = W:; 
hence xK(Hz - z) ’ is compact. Since x~(H, -z) ‘, xJH, -z) ’ are 
bounded and xK( H, - z) ~ ’ interpolates between xJH, -z) ‘, 
xK(H, -2))’ for 1 <p<2, and between xK(Hz -z) ‘, ):JH, -;)-I for 
2 < p < co, the compactness of xK(H, - 2)’ follows from Krasnoselskij 
et al. [ 19, Theorem 3.10, p. 571. 
(b) Part (a) implies that XKe -‘“P is compact for all t>O, 16 p< m. 
Indeed, for 1 < p < cc, we have e ‘“p: L, + D( HP) continuously, since 
the semigroup (e “‘p; t 3 0) is holomorphic by Theorem 2.2(c). Therefore, 
(HP - z)e- “‘ii is bounded and (a) implies that ale “‘p is compact. For 
p = 1, we factorize over Lz, i.e., we write 
where e (‘/2”HI: L, --f L, is bounded (cf. Simon [ 33, Theorem B.l. 1 I), 
~~e~““““~: L, -+ L, is already known to be compact, and the embedding 
J,,,: L,(K)4 L,(K) is continuous. 
(c) We note that the assertion of (b) was proved in Carmona 
[6, proof of Proposition 3.41 by factorizing over L, and using the 
Dunford-Pettis property of Lx (cf. Schaefer [25, Chap. II, Theorems 9.7, 
9.91). 
3.7. PROPOSITION. Let V he as in (2.1). Then: 
(a) p, = inf Re cesa(H,,) is p-independent and is equal to 
inf(o,,,(H,,) n R), .for 1 d p d n=. 
(b) The eigenvalues qf’ H, in the half plane {z E @; Re z < p,,) are 
p-independent (together with their algebraic and geometric multiplicities and 
eigenfunctions). 
(c) Except for the eigenvalues of(b), a(H,) is contained in the sector 
S b ,,,. , := {z E @; Re z 3 p,, larg(z - k)I G (742) 1(2/p) - 1 I}. 
Proof: (a) With the notations of Lemma 3.3, let ALE [pO, p<,), CE (II, p,), 
and choose R > 0 according to Lemma 3.3. By Lemma 3.5, perturbation of 
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H, by (c - KJ xBR leaves Q2p,ess invariant. Hence, by Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 
3.5(c), we have for 16~62 
~<infa(H,+(c-~~)X,,)=infReo(H,+(c-~,)X,,) 
dinfRea,,,(H,+(~-~O)X,,)=infRea,,,(H,). 
Since ALE [pO, p,,) was arbitrary, it follows that 
inf (T,,,( Hz) d inf Re cess( H,,). (3.5) 
On the other hand, Proposition 3.1 yields 
inf Re cess(Hp) d inf(o,,,(H,) n [w) 
d inf~,,AH2). 
This together with (3.5) proves (a) for 1 d p d 2; duality for 2 6 p 6 ‘xr;\. 
Part (b) follows from (a) and Proposition 3.1. 
(c) We pass again to H,, + (c-po)xBH, and use Lemma 3.2(c) to the 
effect that a(H,, + (c - po)xe,) is contained in the sector S,,.,. Therefore, 
Lemma 3.5(c) implies that pess(H,,) contains @\S,,,,. Moreover, by 
Proposition 3.1 (b) and a(H,) c [w, the operator H,) has no eigenvalues in 
Q,,,,,\lR, i.e., a(H,) c [w u S,,,,. Since this is true for all p < p,, we obtain the 
desired result. 1 
4. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let V satisjj (2.1) and ussume that (T,,,(H~) = a. 
Then o(H,) is p-independent (1 d p < cc ). 
Proof: Clear from Proposition 3.7(b). 1 
4.2. Remarks. (a) In the case of O-dimensional spectrum Auterhoff [3] 
has shown in an abstract context that the spectrum is p-independent. 
(b) By a theorem which goes back to Rellich (cf. Reed and Simon 
[24, Theorems X111.67, X111.681) oeSs(Hr) = 0 if V, goes to (*, at ‘x. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let V satkfy (2.1 ) and assume oess( H,) c R. Then: 
(a) a(H,)ca(H,)~o(H~)cR, for 1 dqbp62 and for 
2<pGq<oj. 
(b) p := inf oess(H,,) is p-independent; the eigenoalues h&w p uw 
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p-independent (together with their algebraic and geometric multiplicities and 
eigenfunctions). 
Proof: (a) follows from Proposition 3.1; (b) is clear from 
Proposition 3.7. 1 
For one- and multiparticle Schrodinger operators the most important 
situation is that 
In this case Proposition 4.3 leads to the following result. 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let V satisfy (2.1), and assume acbs(H, ) c [w, 
ocss( H,) = [p, co ), for some p E IF&‘. Then a( H,,) is p-independent. 
4.5. Remarks. (a) Because of the rather inexplicit assumption 
“gess( H,) c iw” the result stated in Corollary 4.4 is not easily applicable. 
(b) p-independence of o(H,) for certain cases was proved in Simon 
[32, Theorem 5.11 and Sigal 130, Theorem 63. 
(c) The condition cess( H,) = [p, a ) holds for one-particle 
Schrodinger operators under very general conditions, e.g., V E K,,, 
V, EL,.,,,,, and 
where Q = d c [w’ is quasi-conical (i.e., contains balls of any diameter). For 
results of this type, see Leinfelder [20, Theorem 2.4 and Sect. 31 and Hem- 
pel [ 15, Corollary 2.41; cf. also Schechter 126, Chap. 8, Theorems 2.1, 3.11. 
For many-particle Schrodinger operators the so-called HVZ-Theorem 
(cf. Reed and Simon [24, Theorem X111.171, Girding [ 131) assures that 
aess(Hz) is a half-ray. 
Finally, we present a condition implying both additional assumptions of 
Corollary 4.4 simultaneously. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. Let VE l?,., bchere 
R,. := cp(R”)“l, 
bvith the norm on K,, given as in Simon [33, Sect. A.2, p. 4531. Then V is 
H,., -compact and Ho,, :form compact. We have aeas(H, I= 
crss( Hz) = [O, GO), and a( HP) is p-independent. 
The following lemma is a preparation. 
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4.7. LEMMA. !f V E K,,, then V is H,,,-hounded and H,,,,Tfarm bounded, 
and there exists c > 0 such that 
IIVH,., +I)-‘116WII.,, (4.1) 
II (Ho.2 + 1) I” I VI (Ho.2 + 1) ’ ‘11 d c II ~ll,tv. (4.2) 
Proof From Simon [33, Proposition A.2.31 (see also Aizenman and 
Simon [2, Theorems 1.3 and 4.51) and the calculations leading to the 
proofs given there we obtain that V is H,,,-bounded and that the bound 
(4.1) holds, and that (Ho, + 1) ’ V is bounded in L , , with 
II (Ho, + 1) ’ VII dc II VI/.\. 
Now the Stein interpolation theorem 135, Chap. III, Sect. 2, Theorem 1] 
implies that V is HO,Z-form bounded, and that (4.2) holds. 1 
Proaf qf Proposition 4.6. If VE Cc< then V is H,,,, -compact and 
H,,, -compact by Remark 2.1 (b) and the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem. 
Lemma 4.7 implies that V is H,,,, -compact and H,,.,-form compact for all 
VE I?,.. Now o,,,(H,) = (T,,,(H~~,,) ( = [0,x)) follows from Kato [ 18, 
Chap. IV, Theorem 5.35, p. 2441, and crc.a( H,) = a( H,,,,) ( = [0, cz )) 
follows from Reed and Simon [24, Chap. XIII, Problem 39, p. 3691. The 
final statement follows from Corollary 4.4. 1 
4.8. Remark. For 1’ 3 2 we have L,, + (L , ), c i, for all p > 1,/2. 
Therefore, Proposition 4.6 generalizes Simon [32, Theorem 5. I and the 
subsequent Remark 11. 
APPENDIX: CONTINUITY OF EICENVALUES WITH 
RESPECT TO THE STRONG OPERATOR TOPOLOGY 
In this appendix we give a simplified proof of the following result of 
Weidmann. Let .A be a Hilbert space. 
A. 1. THEOREM [39]. Let T,, (n E N ), T, und S he selfadjoint operators, 
and let E,, (n E N ), E he the spectral measures associated wlith T,, (n E N), T. 
Assume that the negative part S af S is compact (or, e.upressed different!\>, 
S is bounded below and inf sea,(S) 3 0) and T,, 2 S ,fbr all n E N. Assume 
further T,, -+ T in the strong resolvent sense. Then T is bounded below!, 
infa,,,(T)>O, and lIE,,((-=,A])-E((-m,3,])1/+0 holds,for all 1~0 
which are not eigenvalues qf T. 
The observation we introduce into the proof is contained in the follow- 
ing lemma. 
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A.2. LEMMA. Let P,, (n E N), P he se!fadjoint projections, P,, -+ P in the 
strong operator topology. Let (f,,) he a hounded sequence in .X, 
,f;, E R( P,,) n R(P)’ (n E N ). Then .f;, + 0 weak/l’. 
ProoJ: For g E Z we have P,,( I - P) g = P,, g - P,, Pg -+ Pg - P’g = 0, 
(.f;,lg)=((~--P)P,,l;,Ig)=(.f,,IP,,(~-P)g)-,O. I 
Proof ef Theorem A.l. (The first part follows [ 391.) From Kato [ 18, 
VIII-Theorem 1.151 or Weidmann [38, Satz 9.191 we obtain 
E,,(( -CC, A]) + E(( -co, %]) in the strong operator topology, for all j. < 0 
which are not eigenvalues of T. 
In view of [ 18, VIII-Lemma 1.241 it is now sufficient to show 
dim R(E,,( ( -m, >*I)) < dim R(E( ( -co, 3.1)) for sufficiently large n. Assume 
for a contradiction that dim R(E,,(( -US, i-1)) > dim R(E(( -xc, i”])) holds 
for infinitely many n E N; without restriction for all n E N. Then there exists 
a sequence (,f,,) with 
.f,, E R(E,,(( -ao, Jbl))n NQ -xc, ~~1)11, II ./;, II = 1. 
(The following simplifies [39].) Lemma A.2 impliesf;, + 0 weakly. From 
.f,, E R(E,,(( -co, i])) we obtain (T,,,f,, 1 ,f;,) d i., and therefore 
lim sup (Z, I J;,) 6 lim sup (T,,.f;, I .f;,) d j.. 
,2 - 7 ,2- 7 
(Here, (Sf,,, I f,,) has to be understood in the form sense, since ,f;, need not 
belong to D(S); the same for (S, .f,, I .f;,) below.) On the other hand,f;, -+ 0 
weakly together with the compactness of S imply S ,f,, + 0, 
lim inf (S,f,, / .f,,) = 0 + lim inf (S + f;, 1 ,f;,) 3 0. 
This is a contradiction. 1 
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